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These days all around I see people not giving respect

to themselves and to others

Celebrities, politicians, athletes, you and me

Need to do right for ourselves and our sisters and brothers

There’s too much lying

There’s too much hurting

There’s too much crying and dying, I’m certain

Is life a game we try to win no matter what

Or live with humanity, peace and love

(Chorus)

It makes me stop and think about it

How I can live my life each day

It makes me stop and think about it

How I can help others on their way

It makes me stop and think about it

The beauty of life all around

As I look through my tears to the sky up above

These words came falling down

Be a person of honesty

Be a person of integrity

Be someone people are proud to say

They are a good friend to me

Be a person whose word is good

Your handshake and it’s understood

Be someone who stands for what is right

And not what others think you should

You can change this world somehow

Start right now, start right now

You can start today

Yo, honestly we know children do like we do

How we talk and act and the people we choose

We’ve got to be there – to lead them with love

Through the good and the bad and when the world gets too rough



There’s too much hating

There’s too much fighting

There’s too much using, abusing and not trying

It gets so confusing all these things going on

Still it’s simple, what’s right and what’s wrong

Repeat Chorus

Be a person who gives each day

Reaches out and doesn’t always take away

Be someone who shows this big ole world

A little love can lead the way

Be a person who sees the best

In all people and gives them respect

Be someone who looks for the good inside when others don’t even try

You can change this world around somehow

Start right now

Start right now

Think about it

Think about it

Start right now

Think about it

It makes me stop and think about it

Alternative lines:

Be someone who sees their family as the whole human race

Be a person who measures someone’s worth by how much they give away

Do something – do something for someone

Ending lines:

Give a little love to someone today

Set a path yourself

It starts with you – shine a light

Got to be strong for our children – they need to see a way to live

You don’t have to go to Hollywood to be a star, you can stay right where

you are

Surprise someone with some kindness


